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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing has generated much interest in 

the research community in recent years for its 

many advantages, but has also raise security and 

privacy concerns. The storage and access of 

confidential documents have been identified as 

one of the central problems in the area. In 

particular, many researchers investigated solutions 

to search over encrypted documents stored on 

remote cloud servers. While many schemes have 

been proposed to perform conjunctive keyword 

search, less attention has been noted on more 

specialized searching techniques. In this paper, we 

present a phrase search technique based on Bloom 

filters that is significantly faster than existing 

solutions, with similar or better storage and 

communication cost. Our technique uses a series 

of n-gram filters to support the functionality. The 

scheme exhibits a trade-off between storage and 

false positive rate, and is adaptable to defend 

against inclusion-relation attacks. A design 

approach based on an application’s target false 

positive rate is also described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As organizations and individuals adopt cloud 

technologies, many have become aware of the 

serious concerns regarding security and privacy of 

accessing personal and confidential information 

over the Internet. In particular, the recent and 

continuing data breaches highlight the need for 

more secure cloud storage systems. While it is 

generally agreed that encryption is necessary, 

cloud providers often perform the encryption and 

maintain the private keys instead of the data 

owners. That is, the cloud can read any data it 

desired, providing no privacy to its users. The 

storage of private keys and encrypted data by the 

cloud provider is also problematic in case of data 

breach. Hence, researchers have actively been 

exploring solutions for secure storage on private 

and public clouds where private keys remain in the 

hands of data owners. 
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Boneh et al. [1] proposed one of the earliest works 

on keyword searching. Their scheme uses public 

key encryption to allow keywords to be searchable 

without revealing data content. Waters et al. [2] 

investigated the problem for searching over 

encrypted audit logs. Many of the early works 

focused on single keyword searches. Recently, 

researchers have proposed solutions on 

conjunctive keyword search, which involves 

multiple keywords [3], [4]. Other interesting 

problems, such as the ranking of search results [5], 

[6], [7] and searching with keywords that might 

contain errors [8], [9] termed fuzzy keyword 

search, have also been considered. The ability to 

search for phrases was also recently investigated 

[10], [11], [12], [13]. Some [14] have examined 

the security of the proposed solutions and, where 

flaws were found, solutions were proposed [15]. 

In this paper, we present a phrase search scheme 

which achieves a much faster response time than 

existing solutions. The scheme is also scalable, 

where documents can easily be removed and 

added to the corpus. We also describe 

modifications to the scheme to lower storage cost 

at a small cost in response time and to defend 

against cloud providers with statistical knowledge 

on stored data. We begin by presenting the 

communication framework in section 2 and 

various backgrounds including related works in 

section 3. Although phrase searches are processed 

independently using our technique, they are 

typically a specialized function in a keyword 

search scheme, where the primary function is to 

provide conjunctive keyword searches. Therefore, 

we describe both the basic conjunctive keyword 

Search algorithm and the basic phrase search 

algorithm in section 4 along with design 

techniques in section 4.3. Performance analysis 

and experimental results are included in section 5 

and 6. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Inpaper[1]conferredaphrasesearchthemesupported 

Bloom filter that's considerably 

quickerthanexistingapproaches,requiringsolelyone

sphericalofcommunicationandBloomfilterverificati

ons. The answer addresses the high 

processvaluenotedinbyreformulatingphrase.Theira

pproach is also the primary to effectively 

permitphrasesearchtorunseverallywhilenotfirstplay

actingaconjunctivekeywordsearchtospotcandidate 

documents. The technique of 

constructingaBloomfilterindexintroducedallowsqu

ickverification of Bloom filters in the same 

manner 

ascompartmentalization[6].Strengths:scalebackstor

age value and provide security within the sort 

offalse positivesandadaptthethemetodefendagainst 

inclusionrelationattacks.Weakness:Theverification 

speed is less and fewer communicationvalue. 

In paper [7] they proposed a viable way to deal 

withtake care of the issue of equivalent word 

based 
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multiwatchwordpositionedseekoverencodedcloudi

nformation. The filed records can be refined 

whenaffirmedcloudcustomersinputthecomparablee

xpressions of the predefined catchphrases, not 

theright or cushy organizingwatchwords, due 

tothepossible proportionate word substitution and 

also 

hernonappearanceofrightfindingoutaboutthedata.F

orthe first time they formalize and manage the 

issue 

ofsupportingefficientyetsecurityensuringpaddedloo

kforaccomplishingproductiveuseofremotelysetawa

yblendedinformationinCloudComputing.Strengths:

Computationcomplexnessisgreatlyreduced and 

improves the potency of the server toretrieve the 

encryption information. Weakness:Theserver 

cannotgenerate trapdooritself. 

In paper [8] they have format an induced approach 

togatherthebreakingpointefficientdelicatecatchphra

se sets by mauling a significant wisdom 

onthecomparabilitymetricofprogressdivided.Incont

ext of the created padded watchword sets, 

theyhaveadditionallyproposedanefficientcushycatc

hphrase look design. Through cautious 

securityexamination, they show that our proposed 

strategy issecure and confirmation guarding, while 

effectivelyunderstandingtheobjectiveofcushycatch

phraselook. 

In paper [9] they proposed a multi-catchphrase 

lookplotinlightofWangetal'sconspire.Theyaddition

ally novel technique for watchword 

changesandpresentsthestemmingcalculation.Theirp

landoesnotrequireapredefinedcatchphrasesetandthu

sempowers efficient file refresh. In this paper, 

theyexaminetheissueofmulti-

catchphrasecushionedsituated investigate mixed 

cloud data. They propose 

amulticatchphrasesoftsituatedlookforplaninperspec

tive of Wang et al's plot. Weakness-Theseschemes 

aim solely to protect the keyword set of 

asinglequestion,whereastherelationsbetweendiffere

ntqueriesdon'tseemtobestudied. 

Inpaper 

[10]additionalstudiedthematterofsearchableencodi

ng, that solves the perplexity of maintainingthe 

confidentiality of knowledge and also the 

abilityfor a consumer to search. They have 

introduced 

themodelofphrasesearchwithsymmetricencodingan

ditssecuritydefinition,andthenproposeaconstruction

and its security proof. They have proved that 

theirschemeachievesnon 

adaptivesecurity.Strengths: It achieves non 

accommodative 

security.Weakness:Itdoesn'tmeetthestandardsof 

adaptivesecurity. 

In paper [6] conferred a phrase search theme 

basedmostlyonBloomfilterthatachieveseighttimesl

owerstoragevalueintheirexperimentthantheprevaili

ngsolutionswhereasexhibitingsimilarorhighercom
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municationandprocessrequirements.The planned 

resolution provides the basic 

rankingcapability,maybecustom-madetonon-

keywordsearch and is appropriate against 

inclusion-relationattacks 

[11].Strengths:Theflexibilitytolookovertheencrypt

edinformationandprovidesthebasicrankingcapabilit

y,maybecustom-madetonon-keywordsearch and is 

appropriate against inclusion relationattack. 

Weakness:Totally different split values 

mayleakinformationonthedocumentcontent. 

Inpaper[14]theyaskedabouttheissueofarticulationa

nalyzemixeddataandproposedadynamicmulti-

phraseorchestratedscanforoverencoded data with 

symmetric open encryption. 

Notthesameaspriorwork,ourarrangementenablesdat

acustomerstolookthroughacoupleofarticulationsina

demandrequest,andthedataproprietorcanvitalizethe 

outsourced data at less cost. Remembering 

thetrueobjectivetoranktherundownthings,theyfoun

dthecentralityscoresinsidetheTFIDFappearonclient 

side. It conceivably keeps up a key divisionfrom 

the spillage of significance scores. The 

novelsynopsisassociateswithdatacustomerstolooke

ncoded data successfully. 

In paper [15] they propose another MRSE 

structurewhich beats each and every one of the bits 

of theKNN-SE based MRSE systems. Specifically, 

theirnewsystemdoesnotrequireapredefinedwatchw

ordsetandsponsorshipscatchphrasesinsubjectiveton

gues,isamulti-

customerstructurewhichreinforcesflexiblerequestg

uaranteeingandtime-controlled foreswearing, and 

it achieves better datasecurity attestation since 

even the cloud server can'ttell which records are 

the best k occurs obviouslyreturned to a data 

customer. They proposedmulti-catchphrase rank 

open encryption which vanquishesevery last one 

of the defects of the KNN-SE 

basedMRSEframeworks. 

Inpaper [17]theyproposedmulti-

keywordranksearchable encryption which 

conquers every one oftheimperfectionsoftheKNN-

SEbasedMRSEframeworks. The framework 

permits flexible 

huntapprovalandtimecontrolleddisavowal.Theyde

monstratedthesecurityoftheframeworkanddirectedb

roadPCre-

enactmentstoshowitsefficiency.Strengths:Thesyste

mallowsflexiblesearch authorization and time-

controlled 

revocation.Inpaper[16]theystickandhandletheissue

ofsecuremulti-watchword top-k recovery over 

blended cloudinformation. They 

definedrespectability 

congruityandplanquality.Inlightoforderpreservinge

ncryptionbafflinglyreleasescrappydata;they 

deviseaserversideplanningSSEmake.Theybythenpr

opose a two-round open encryption (TRSE) 

plotutilizingtheabsolutelyhomomorphicencryption,

whichfulfillsthesecuritystraybitsofmulti-
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watchwordtoprecoveryovertheencodedcloudinfor

mation.Bysecurityexamination,theyshowthatthe 

proposed plot ensures information inquire. 

Asshowedupbytheefficiencyappraisalofthepropose

ddevise over declared dataset,wide testworks 

outunmistakably exhibit that our framework 

guaranteessensibleefficiency. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system, the system presents a 

phrase search scheme which achieves a much 

faster response time than existing solutions. The 

scheme is also scalable, where documents can 

easily be removed and added to the corpus. The 

system also describes modifications to the scheme 

to lower storage cost at a small cost in response 

time and to defend against cloud providers with 

statistical knowledge on stored data. 

In the proposed system, the system also presents a 

phrase search technique based on Bloom filters 

that is significantly faster than existing solutions 

with similar or better storage and communication 

cost. The proposed system technique uses a series 

of n-gram filters to support the functionality. 

The scheme exhibits a trade-off between storage 

and false positive rate, and is adaptable to defend 

against inclusion-relation attacks. A design 

approach based on an application’s target false 

positive rate is also described. 

1. The Data retrieval is fast due to Conjunctive 

keyword search scheme. 

2. The security is more on outsourced data due to 

Modified phrase search scheme against IR 

attacks. 

Waters et al. [2] investigated the problem for 

searching over encrypted audit logs. Many of the 

early works focused on single keyword searches. 

Recently, researchers have proposed solutions on 

conjunctive keyword search, which involves 

multiple keywords [3], [4]. Other interesting 

problems, such as the ranking of search results [5], 

[6], [7] and searching with keywords that might 

contain errors [8], [9] termed fuzzy keyword 

search, have also been considered. The ability to 

search for phrases was also recently investigated 

[10], [11], [12], [13]. Some [14] have examined 

the security of the proposed solutions and, where 

flaws were found, solutions were proposed [15]. 

 

Fig: Architecture of the proposed methodology 

In this paper, we present a phrase search scheme 

which achieves a much faster response time than 
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existing solutions. The scheme is also scalable, 

where documents can easily be removed and 

added to the corpus. We also describe 

modifications to the scheme to lower storage cost 

at a small cost in response time and to defend 

against cloud providers with statistical knowledge 

on stored data. We begin by presenting the 

communication framework in section 2 and 

various backgrounds including related works in 

section 3. Although phrase searches are processed 

independently using our technique, they are 

typically a specialized function in a keyword 

search scheme, where the primary function is to 

provide conjunctive keyword searches. Therefore, 

we describe both the basic conjunctive keyword 

search algorithm and the basic phrase search 

algorithm in section 4 along with design 

techniques in section. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented a phrase search scheme 

based on Bloom filter that is significantly faster 

than existing approaches, requiring only a single 

round of communication and Bloom filter 

verifications. The solution addresses the high 

computational cost noted in [13] by reformulating 

phrase search as n-gram verification rather than a 

location search or a sequential chain verification. 

Unlike [10], [12],[13], our schemes consider only 

the existence of a phrase, omitting any information 

of its location. Unlike [11], our schemes do not 

require sequential verification, is parallelizable 

and has a practical storage requirement. Our 

approach is also the first to effectively allow 

phrase search to run independently without first 

performing a conjunctive keyword search to 

identify candidate documents. The technique of 

constructing a Bloom filter index introduced in 

section 4.2 enables fast verification of Bloom 

filters in the same manner as indexing. According 

to our experiment, it also achieves a lower storage 

cost than all existing solutions except [13], where 

a higher computational cost was exchanged in 

favor of lower storage. While exhibiting similar 

communication cost to leading existing solutions, 

the proposed solution can also be adjusted to 

achieve maximum speed or high speed with a 

reasonable storage cost depending on the 

application. An approach is also described to adapt 

the scheme to defend against inclusion-relation 

attacks. Various issues on security and efficiency, 

such as the effect of long phrases and precision 

rate, were also discussed to support our design 

choices. 
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